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Mattia Novello returns to Milan with a personal exhibition at the AMY D Arte Spazio gallery. Curated 
by Sabino Maria Frassà, the exhibition is sponsored by CRAMUM. In TUTTO TORNA - IT MAKES 
SENSE, the artist, born in Vicenza in 1985, presents a new series of completely original works 
specially designed for the environment that welcomes them. 
 
The Milan gallery has always been promoter of museum-level exhibitions in which the artworks 
reflect the uniqueness of the exhibition and are never merely "inserted" into the space. In the three 
main rooms, works like Space Telepathy (2017), I Love You (2017), and Athomico (2017) characterize 
every corner of the space. Works and space are combined into a plastic-sculptural scanning of an 
"augmented" reality made by the artist. Articulated into several segmented or alternated elements, 
folding, distortions, overlaps and modulations identify some original tangible manifestations of 
otherwise inaudible forces, latent and ready to declare their physical worth. The concreteness of 
the basic materials acts as a transfer whose minimal tension opens up to a revolution of the place 
in which they "act". The expressive language is thus based on an intrinsically installative essence 
that makes the work new, other and different, depending on its presenting itself to our perception 
in time and place. 

As Sabino Maria Frassà writes in his critical essay, "In all his works Mattia Novello attempts to 
capture the essence of reality, coming to the conclusion that time is circular, that the present, the 
past and the future coexist in a single eternal present, and that the infinitely small is also the 
infinitely large." 
 
Hours of work on the matter are at the centre of the creative and artistic process of Mattia Novello, 
who has always explored the intrinsic qualities of all the materials he has been using, in order to 
solicit all those otherwise unexpressed physical-expressive potentials. 
Heir of the "Arte Povera" in his use of materials and in his tactile, and not just conceptual, 
relationship with the objects, Mattia Novello creates sculptures that are alive in their use of the space 
and in their ability to capture energy even through a playful feedback. 
His works originate from the engineering-poetic manipulation of selected next-generation materials 
transformed into utopian installations. 
The result is an exhibition that can only capture and give us all a renewed energy, vitality and a 
different approach to the reality surrounding us. 
 
The encounter between the artist and the planning nature of the Milanese gallery AMY D Arte Spazio 
– engaged since the beginning in the smart materials testing – gave birth to several projects and 
collaborations, including Falling Up (2013), The transparent dream (2014), Innovative ricerche 
(2014), Memorie di equilibrio (2015), Equilibrio - Festival della Scienza di Genova, Premio Cairo 
(2015), Premio Michetti (2016), LIDuP with the Politecnico di Milano (2017). 



SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 

 
2017 
LIDuP, Politecnico Milano _AMY D arte Spazio, solo show, Politenico Milano Italy 
L’ equilibrio del tempo- Solo show-Museum of Contemporary Art Trapani Italy 
Morfologia dello spazio – Photos from 2008 to 2016, solo show, Crag Gallery, Turin 
London Art Fair, Crag Gallery, Business Design Center, London 
 
2016 
Miami Art Contest, Ai BO Gallery (NY), Miami 
Premio Michetti, AMY D gallery _Fondazione Michetti, Finalist, Francavilla, CH 
Art New York – Art Fair, Ai BO Gallery (NY) 
Art Prize CBM, III Edition (finalist category over30) Art Salon S Gallery, Dancing House, Prague 
(catalogue) 
 
2015 
Art Miami – Art Fair, Miami, Ai BO Gallery (NY) 
Fraintensioni, solo show, Flaviostocco gallery, Castelfranco, Italy 
SET UP Art Fair, Selected artist for the solo show, Flaviostocco Gallery, Bologna, 
Italy Donkey Art Prize, finalist, Fondazione spazio Folli, Milano, Italy (catalogue) 
Premio Cairo, AMY D gallery, finalist, Museum Palazzo La Permanente di Milano, Italy (catalogue) 
Memorie di equilibrio, project economART AMY D arte spazio, Milano, Italy 
Art Prize CBM, III Edition, (finalist category over30), Areacreativa42, Rivarolo (TO), Italy (catalogue) 
Equilibrio, Festival della Scienza GE, AMY D arte spazio, Palazzo della Borsa di Genova 
 
2014 
The Transparent dream (introduction of nanotechnology in art), Amy-D arte spazio, solo show, 
Milano, Italy 
Innovative Ricerche # grafene, videogames e forza del pensiero, Amy-D arte spazio, Milano ,Italy 
 
2013 
FALLING UP, AMY-D arte spazio, solo show, Milano Italy 
PHOTISSIMA Art Fair, Amy-D arte spazio, Venezia Italy 
 
2012 
NASCITA INDIVIDUO LIBERO, solo show, Flaviostocco gallery, Castelfranco, Italy 
NASCITA INDIVIDUO LIBERO, solo show, Villa Bolasco, Castelfranco, Vto. Italy 
 
2011 
Design Wall, AIGA Museum, New York 
 


